Why Workforce360?

- **Increase employee productivity** – Workforce360 allows enterprises to navigate complex use cases, remote workers, various devices and diverse security/risk scenarios with centralized authentication services.
- **Enable Zero Trust security** – Workforce360 leverages identity intelligence and powerful adaptive authentication policies that evaluate a user’s devices, behavior and other context beyond passwords to dynamically assess risk and respond appropriately.
- **Keep pace with business needs** – Workforce360 makes it easy to accelerate your business forward and manage identity across your enterprise with self-service admin APIs, delegated administration and market-leading integration and extensibility to bridge the gaps in your hybrid, multi-cloud environment.

Overview

Ping’s Workforce360 solution provides central authentication services to connect employees across applications, directories, and situations. By providing broad authentication, it can eliminate authentication silos. The result is a centrally managed authentication hub that provides a seamless, consistent experience for your workforce.

Solution features

**Workforce authentication authority**
Centralized authentication services allow you to connect a user across directories and applications.

**Single sign-on (SSO)**
Decrease password risk, reduce help desk calls and break down authentication silos with standards-based SSO.

**Multi-factor authentication (MFA)**
Choose from a full suite of authentication methods like biometrics, push notifications and FIDO-enabled passwordless options. Add adaptive and contextual policies to further balance strong security with convenience and productivity.

Solution Includes

- **PingFederate**: Authentication and SSO
- **PingID**: Cloud MFA
- **PingOne**: Cloud SSO and directory
- **PingCentral**: Admin operating portal
- **PingDirectory**: Identity and profile datastore

Centralized management portal
A centralized administration portal delivers speed and agility to business application admins across your enterprise through self-service templates for onboarding and managing applications.

Single source of truth
Enabled by unlimited directory integrations and bi-directional data synchronization.
How it works

Workforce360 provides centralized authentication services that integrate with diverse applications and resources. It leverages the latest cloud deployment methods to support a wide range of private cloud and on-premises options. You can rapidly deploy Workforce360 in the cloud of your choice, or you can choose to have Ping take infrastructure management off your plate with a highly configurable and secure dedicated environment.

Differentiators

- **Authentication authority** – Federated authentication and SSO with unlimited integrations with custom, on-prem, SaaS or cloud applications. Native support for industry adopted identity standards, with out-of-the-box integrations with legacy systems and extensive server integration kits.

- **Consistent Employee Experiences** – With our customizable application portal, users can leverage self-service for password reset or device management. Furthermore, customers can add their own branding to enhance user experience.

- **Strengthened Security Posture** – MFA that integrates anywhere and applies adaptive authentication policies. Furthermore, intelligent geo-velocity detection and IP reputation scoring to detect malicious activity.

- **Centralized management** – Templates for business users to onboard their own applications to SSO, as well as visibility into lifecycle and promotion of clients and connections. Lastly, a management console with dashboards, performance, reporting and audit trails.

- **Single Sources of Truth Directory & Data Source** – Customers can leverage unlimited directory integrations as well as unlimited custom user attributes and fields. Extreme scalability with low latency (100M+ identities and 1B+ attributes).

Solution available in [AWS Marketplace](https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace)